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Rules Of
The ninth meeting of the Advisory Conitte*
conx. IouGO "COm oW
xvidenc was convened in the ground floor
May 18, 1967, at
the supreme Court Building on Thurday,
May 20, 1967, at
9t05 a.m. and was adjourned on Saturday,
l0OO pm.

The following members wre present:
Albert N. Jenner, Jr., Cbai ran

C:
David Berger (Unable to attend

-urs4&7)

BLks Epton
Robert S. Irdalb
Joe Ewing sates
Tbemas F. Green, Jr.
Egbert L. Haywod
Charle W. Joiner
Frank G. Rabble
Žay)
Herman F. selvin (reable to attend
Simon I. Sobeloff
Craig Spaugonberg
Robert Van Pelt (Unable to attend on Saturday)
Jack S. Weinstein
Edward Bennett Williams
Edward W. Cleary, Reporter
A. Wright, members of
Professors Jame Wi. Moore and Charles
also.
the standing Cojuittee, were In attendance
.

Jack
Mr. Jener welcomed all mbers and congratulated
Weinstein on his now Judgeship.

PIIPOS'D RUJA OF EVIDENCE f-06.

OOIIPETINCY Of JUROR AS W1TWUS

(b) Inquiry Into validity of verdict or indictment.
Professor Clary read the proposed rule and his coment thereto.
He pointed out that the word "of" appearing before "a juror" In
line 7 should be stricken.

Mr. Williams said he always thought

that the Jurors were permitted to testify concerning extrinsic
effects.

After a short discussion, Dean Joiner moved that the rule

be approved.

Judge Notes seconded.

It was felt that additional language was necessary In the
text of this rule to show that it

was a change from previous law.

Because of this discussion, Dean Joiner withdrew his notion for
approval.

Mr. Epton offered a change In the language so that It

would read: "Upon an inquiry into the validity of a verdict or
indictment a juror may testify concerning conditions or the occurrente
of events calculated to exert an improper influence on the verdict
but may not testify concerning the effect of anything

.

.

Professor Cleary suggested using the words "or otherwise a Juror
is competent to testify upon an inqu'vy iito *Qw validity of the
verdict or indictment."

Wr. Spangenbarg s8a,

of putting into a comment two thingo
was treating this as competc: 1 . , ratr

second, other evid
testify.

firet

aat he was In fav0r
&hat the Committee

than advissibility, and,

ice is adm:sLAble evidence and the juror may so

He moved liat consideration as to when the Juror may

testify be spelled out in a comment rather than being written In

the rule.

Judge Notes seconded.

Motion was carried unanimously.

Dean Joiner moved approval of the rule.

Judge Notes seconded.

Professor Moore asked If a juror should be competent to
testify as to the effect on the emotions of another juror.

Dean

Joiner felt that there should not be a rule that would prohibit
testimony as to observable facts.

Mr. Williams asked if it wore

the intention of the reporter, in drafting the rule, to permit
jurors to testify with respect to their colleagues' feelings and
emotions as reflected by either their countenances or words,

After

a short discussion, Professor Cleary said he felt that the last
line could be changed to read: "Nor may his affidavit or evidence
of any statement by him be received for these purposes."

Mr. Williams

did not feel that the change mot the problem, which was whether or
not what was said by a juror during the deliberations in the jury
room before verdict could be put in. He felt that anyone reading
the proposed language would feel that subject matter referred to
material filed after verdict.

After a rather lengthy discussion,

Professor Cleary stated that it seemed to him that the Comittee
one
ought to narrow its consideration to the question of/concernlug
any particular incompetence of a juror in this area and that
involvement in the question of grounds for setting aside the verdict
and granting a now trial should be avoided.

Dean Joiner withdrew

his motion to approve the rule.
Mr. Epton moved that the words "or any other juror's" be
added at the end of line 8.
by a majority vote.

After dis cusoion, the motion was carried

Judge gobeloff moved that in line 8 the words "testify as
to any relevant objective fact but" after the word "may" be added
and then the rest of the text be picked up with the elimination
of "testify" in line 8.

After a short discussion, vote was taken

and motion was lost by 11 to 3.
Dean Joiner moved that the draft be approved as awnded.
However, he withdrew his motion since Professor Cleary suggested
that line 12 be amended to read: "or evidence of any statemient by
him be received for these purposes."

Coffee break was held from 10:55 to 11:20 a"m.
Mr. Erdahl moved approval of Professor Cleary's suggestion.

Notion was seconded,
Mr. Epton moved that the last line be stricken.

Dean Joiner

seconded.
After a short discussion concerning affidavits and testimony,
a vote was taken on Mr. Erdabl's notion for amendment of last sentence
so that It reads: "Nor may his affidavit or any evidence of any
statement by him be received for these purposes."

Motion war

carried

by vote of 8 to 3.
Mr,

Selvin moved that the words "or Indictment" be stricken

wherever they appear in Rule 6-06.

There was a lengthy discussion

concerning testimony which could be given by gramd and petit jurors.
There was a vote taken on the issue of policy of whether subsection
6.06(b) as proposed should or should not apply to grand jury proceedings.
The majority favored application of subsection (b)

grand jury proceedings.

as drafted to

Dean

Joiner moved that the last sentnene of Rule 6-00(b)

as aended be stricken,

Motion was lot by vte of 7 t

8.
.

Jude sebeletf mioved for approval of 6-00(b) as aensd
There was unanim

as tolls:
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Mr. Baywoed moved

that the rule be ownded by substitution of the words "who in god

faith calls" for "calling".

Judge Weinstein seconded

general divcussons vote was taken on the motion, and it

9 to 4.

Judge Nte

After a
was lost by

moved that Rule 6.07 be approved as written.
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Hoeveer, Mr. Jeaner pinted out that tbe Judge would
in the determination on the facts of the **sA

presnted beotre his.
Dean Joiner moved that subetion (a) be approed.
ensued.

Judge Weinstein would allev prof of prir

rewpect to witesses but not with respect t

Discussion

crime with

defendants.

Mr. William

felt that the rules should not delineate betwen accused and
non-acoused witnomm.

A general discussion centered around the pWk

4
Nd

*om

of

allowifg past crimes, misdawaos's, or felonies Of

witneses and defendants to be brouht out for tbe pupoe of
attaohIns credibility.

ved that the phrase "at a

Butes

Judoe

tim not _n£eanably remote" be deleted trm lines 8 and 4 of
the ps3opoed subsection.
by vote of 8 to S.

tion Was carried

ded.

It was

red that linen 0 threfgh 8 be

Mr. Ratiche

Mtion

stricken and that a peiod be added at the end of line 5.
was lost for want of a second.
Ther

state

rehabilitation

was a short di

lws, and-adnission of testimonyl

.

M. Melvin moved that the

Cinmttoe adopt in principle the e

uxlasie

from the use for

impeahmnt of state crime having a robabilatwy procedure.
Wevor, he deterred his notion when the reporter u
that point would be covered under subsection (a).

te

that

Mr. Selvin then

moved that the Committe adopt In principle an ewolusion from the
ue of cnvition of crins and impeabmest the defendant In the
criminal ease.

ioved that impeacbment by conviction of
crime

n

Notion was lost for want of a seod. Mr.

which Involve moral turpitude.

rime

be lIited to thos

Dean Joiner seconded.

Fllowing a short discussion, the motion was 1lt
[Judge Sobeloff was out

f the room at this tim.

moved that substion (a) be approved an amended.
Mtion was carried by majority vote.

by r vote of 9 to 3.
Judge lstes
It was sede

One member was opp

4.

At this time, Professor Cleary opened a discussion on
juvenile adjudicatbn. After hearing a few viewpoints, he
said
that he felt that the rule as drafted excludes juvenile adjudication
because by definition they are not convictions.

Judge Van Pelt

suggested that the Committee proceed beyond the juvenile
delinquency
matter, and that if something developed within the next few
senths
which warranted taking the matter up again, they could. Mr.
Jenner
suggested that at the outset of the July meeting, the reporter
could present his thoughts after he had had a chance to
read
Justice Fortas' opinion concerning subject matter.
(b) Method of proof.
Professor Cleary read the proposed subsection and his coment
thereto. Mr. Raichle asked if it were clear that in the
ease of
the accused, the prosecution could not develop the fact of
prior
convictbn on cross-examination.

Professor Cleary replied that

was correct.

He explained that it had been offered in a few states
in an effort to ameliorate somewhat the adverse effect upon
the
accused of proof of a prior conviction and thereby encouraging
him
to take the stand.

Several suppositions of examination and croffsexamination tactics were presented.
Messrs. Spangenberg and Williams
felt very strongly that It should be allowable to bring
out prior
convictions without having to satisfy the court first. After
a very
lengthy discussion, Mr. Williams moved that subsection (b)
be striuken.
Mr. Ralchle seconded.

Motion was carried by a vote of 7 to 4.
Meeting was adjourned from 4:58 p.m. on Thursday
until 9:05 a.m.

on Friday.
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()Effect ofPardon.
Professor Cleary rad the proposed rule and cemet.
Tbee was a short discussion on mesa to pro the groiai
Of pardons.

Mr. Jeaer asked Mr

Srdah

to ask* an inqUrY

s

far as fedral practice is concerned OA alas as to state pwact*ice
as to what I

n

conc enng pardons and reasos

fa*

Dean joiner said be wondered 1t the Comitteo's position
wOuld not be simplified with very little damage, It any to the
proooss of judicial administration and perhaps

real advantage

*

to the social policy Involved If the COnmttee did not take a
flat position that a man who had served at his motenot a W
reached the stage where hbi

civil rights were reated through

the pardon process, that at that point in life, the sbwlng of
nopeat be per ntted*
the conviction as a matter of
Mr. jenner asked for a discussion on the subject ts a statemet of
policy. Following a sbort discumAsna, Judge Weinstein moved fo
elimination of subsetion (a),
In the rules

nd be Intended that there be nthing

oncerning pardon, rehabilitation,

as impachment is concerned.
Gaid that h would I

r otherwise as far

Mr. Berger secendede

Dean Joiner

to see included in subsection (a) what

could be shma at this tins - only the crine - that has not been
pardored or the person otherwise had his rights restored under state
. Spangenberg suggested an aumadment to
subsection (a) to show that if there was a pardon then crime could
not be shown. After further diacussion, a vote was taken on
law or federal Iawv.

Judge Weinstein's motion.

Motion was lost by vote of 10 to 4,

Judge Weinstein then moved that subsection (o) be written, subJeot
to

aftting changes, as follows:

a an,

ertificate of
cef

reabilitation or equivalent has been granted, a onvlaeti"

to

not admissible for the pvupose of attacking the credibility
of a witness."

Mr. Spangenberg seconded.

a vote of 11 to 1,

Notion was @arwied by

Three members did not vote.

Mr. Haywood moved that subsection (c) as amended be aWoved
Judge ENtes seconded.

Motion was carwied unsly.

I Eoat of.aeaoLeenif
Judge Weinstein moved that subsection (d) be stricken.

Mr. Williams asked Judge Weinstein if
striking the seoond sentence only would satisfy his. Judge Weinstein
agreed and withdrew his motion. Mr. Williams moved that the last

Dean Joiner seconded.

sentenc* of subsection (d) be stricken.

After a very short

discussion, Mr. Williams withdraw his notion. Mr. Blvin moved
that the second sentence of subsection (d) be amnded to road
in substance as follows: "Svidence of the pendency of an appeal
is admissible.',

Motion was carfted by unanimous approval.

Mr. Bpangenberg moved that subsection (d) an amended be approved
Dean Joiner seconded.

Notion was carried unanimously.

IW. Epton moved that Rule 6808 be approved as amended.
there was no second to this mot: on.

Bowver,
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the aotuo
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OXw
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aepted an amendsent from Dean Joiner, who moved that the
last clause of the rule be stricken.

Motion was carried by a

vote of 9 to 4,.
Recess was taken from 10:55 to 11:15 a.m.
Mr. Spangenberg moved that the following be substituted for lines
I and 2 of the proposed draft: "The beliefs or opinions of a
witness as to his own religious practiceu or lack of them are
inadalasible."
of 10 to 4.

Mr. Berger seconded.

Motion was carried by vote

After a short discussion concerning the la

age

it wag decided that the motion was carried as far as the pri-ciple
was concerned, but the reporter wma

to re-ubmit the rule at a

subsequent meeting.
PIIOPOSHD RULE 0r ETIDRIC 810.

CXARC

4W IIN5R.
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Professor Cleary read the proposed rule and his aom t tbeweto.
(a) Limitation to truthfuliess or untruthfulness.
Mr. Willims felt that the proposed rule was a reverseal of
the usual character evidence of the accused.

Judge Weinstein

pointed out that there In no rule which allows attacks on
credibility general, and he asked If it was clear that attacks
on credibility on the basis of bia& and the likes is permitted.
Be felt that there were a lot of specific instances which were
not all inclusive; that where the matter is covered the Cm

ittee

was being all inclusive; yet, where the matter was not covered,
they allowed the evidence to come in.

He also felt that the whole

theory of what was and what war not being covered was very
bothersome, because the Committee war taking little subjects
and treating them In much detail and the big subjects were not
being covered as well.

Professor Cleary said that perhaps

Rule 6.07 ought to be amplified a little, just to Include a
general provision that evidence bearing on credibility generally
was admissible.

During a discussion, Mr. William stated that

if the same limitations which were put In the rules In the cosr"
of the morning session were Imposed, It would look a little silly#
because the examiner had been irhibited from eliciting conviction*
because of antiquity, but he had not been inhibited from eliciting
arrests, indictments, firings, and rumors that are 25 or 20
years old.

Professor Cleary replied that In the morning "aeion

the Committee was dealing only with impeachment by conviction an
one could not impeach under general principles by collateral
evidence of arrests, etc.

After a discussion concerning veracity,

Mr. Berger moved that the Committos reconsider action taken on
Rule 6-08.
7 to 6.

Mr. Spangenberg seconded.

Motion was lost by vote of

Mr. Erdahl moved that the clause,"other than conviction

of crime as provided in these rules., ln lines 13 and 14, p. 120,
be stricken.

Mr. Sangenberg seconded.

a vcte of 12 to 2.

The motion was lost by

Judge Woinetefn moved that lines 13 and 14

be amended by striking "other than conrviction of crime as provided
in these rules" and inserting before the word "may" in line 15
the following

"specific instances of Lis conduct occurring within

-14..

the preceding 10 years".

After a short discussion, a vete was tae

and the motion was lost by 9 to 5.

Mr Selvin moved that the w

-

"of the witness who testifies to the reputation or opinlon", be
added at the end of line 16 on page 120.

After another short

discussion, a vote was taken and motion was carried by the
majerty#

Judge Welnstein moved that lines 13 through 18, an amsnded
be
stricken. Mr. Berger seconded. When it was pointed out to him.
that his notion would not accoslish what he was after, Judge
Weinstein withdrew the Motion

.

tie then moved that the Sense of

the language be that the wltn&".s who testified to the reputation
shall not be cross-examined with respect to specific instances
of misconduct.

Mr. Berger seconded.

Motion was Wlot by vote of 13

to 1.

Judge Weinstein moved that lines 13 and 14 *ownto the wordt
"may" read in substance as follo
"specific Instances of his
conduct other than conviction of or iWe prvalble us

There was no second and ntion was not entertained.

Rule 608(a)".

Deas Joier.

asked the need for subsection (a) and Professor Cleary replied

that it was designed to cwer the point of eliminating the
possibility that the character night be attacked other tha5
tendered by reputation or opinion.
Mr. Selvin moved that, in line 12 after the word "provable",

the word "only" be Inserted.

Judge Sobeloff seconded.

After

brief discussion, the wtion was lost by a majority vote.

4
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.

Mr. Williams mw/ed that the whole section me stricken
as being archaic and as having no place at all in the conduct
of a trial.
members still

The Chair did not entertain the motion, as
wished to make amenduents.

s

Professor Cleary

suggeted that In line 3 of subsection (a) after the word
"witness" the words, "reputation or opinion", be Inserted and
in subsection (d) lines 11 and 12 be stricken.
said that it

Dean Joiner

seeed to him that the whole Rule [16.01 Is

aimed not at the broad problem of attacking or supporting the
credibility of the witness but at the narrem problem of attaoking

I

and supporting the credibility of a witness by opinion or
reputation.

If

that was the case, he felt that the wording

should be: "For purposes of attacking or supporting the
credibility of a witness by opinion or reputation, evidee
to character is
Mr.

as

limited to truthfulness or untruthfulness."

Haywood moved that the reporters suggested language be

nserted In subsection (a) and that the first sentence In
subsection (d) be eliminated.
carried by a vote of 7 to 1.

Mr.

Epton seconded.

Notion was

Five members did not vote,

Mr. Williams moved that Rule 6-1Ota) read as follows:
'Tor purposes of attacking or supporting the credibility of a
witness,

evidence of his character is inadmissible,", and that-

(b)t (a), and (d) be stricken.
Meeting was adjourned for lunch froum 1:02 to 2505 pom i,

.,

Judge Sobeloff presided since M1r. Jenner had been
detaind.o

&.
cbh

William said he wanted to preserve the law on

ter evid.ence insofar an it

4

affects the defendant in a

orialual ease, but he did not think that Rule 8.10 as a whele
served any useful purpose. During a lengthy discussion,
the
Issues of the Gibe ease were net forth. [Mbr Jener returned
at this time,

After further discussiou,

Judge Welisteln

offered an Pmondment to Mr. William"' proposal and suggested
fol.w tag language: 'Tor purposes of attacking or
sunporting the
credibility of witness, evidence of his reputation
for veracity
Is inadmissible." Re stated that this would eliminate
wAbsectioas

(b),

(c), and (d).

Motion.
did

Mr. William accepted the aMU*nt to USi
motion was carried by a vote of 10 to 2. Two imbers-

,ott.ot

amepded.

Judge Weinstein

wi0ed to approve Rule 8¢10 as
Motion war carried by vote of 11.0-

flr. Williams suggested that in line with what the

mittee

has to re-l.ok at by virtue of what was done to Rule 6_08#
that the
reporter re-look at what was done with respect to
character
evids;+e on the accused, with the objective being that there
may

be a rather glaring inconsistency in policy If there in a
l0umyetr
rule on convictions for impeaching witnesse. and the matter
of
impeachment of character witnesses with respect to the defendant"s
conduct for 30, 40, or 50 years was left wide open.
Mr. Jenneo
stated that that i33Ue would be before the Committee
when the
redraft is submitted in Ju-ly.

-17PROPOSED RULE OF EVIDENCE 6-11,

MODE OF INTERROGATION SUBJECT
TO CONTROL BY JUDGk.

Professor Cleary read the proposed rule
and suggested

insertion of "and order" after the word "mode"
in line 2.
Dean Joiner moved that after the word "interrogation"

in ii:,e 4

the following be added: "and presentation".
seconded,

Judge Sobeloff

Motion was carried by majority approvals

One member

was opposed.
Mr. Raichle moved that the words 'as
effective ds possible
for the ascertainment of the truth" be substituted
with the
words "for the development of all of the facts."
Mr. berger
seconded.

After a brief discussion, vote was taken
and motion
was lost for lack of any affirmative votes.
Mr. Spangenberg
moved that the word "shall" in line 2 be changed
to "may";
striking out words after "evidence" in line 3
down through "and (3))
in line 6 and adding "and shall" before "protect"
in line 6. Mr.
Berger seconded. The majority opposed the motion
and it was lost.
Mr. Raichle moved that Rule 6-11 as
amended be eliminated. Mr.
Berger seconded. Motion was lost by vote
of 8 to 6. Mr.

X

Spangenberg moved that the word "shall"
in line 2 be changed to
"may".
Judge Sobeloff seconded.
Motion was lost by majority
opposition. Mr. Spangenberg moved that Rule
6-11 as amended be
approved. It was seconded. Motion was carried
by vote of 8 to 5.
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Professor Cleary read the proposed rule and coint

theasto.

Mr. Derger moved that In line 1, the word "not" be inserted after
"may" and "except" after "witness" In line 2; strike "full" in
line 3.

Mr. William seconded.

Mr. Williams suggested the

elimination of "and an orose-.xamination",
that amedmen t to his motion.*Mr.

and Mr.

80rger acceted

Bpton suggested the changing of

-

the word "knowledge" to "testimony" in line 3, and Mr. Botger accepted
that amend

nt also.

Motion wan carried by a vote of 11 to 2.,

- Dean Joiner moved that the following sentence be addeds "Leading
questions may be used on cross-examination."
,following discussion

Mr. Berger seconded.

Professor Cleary suggested the following

wording: "Leading questions may be asked as a matter of right on
cronsiuoamination except when the witness Is identified with the
cross-examiner."

Dean Joiner accepted that amendment to his motion.

The motion was carried by a vote of 10 to 2.

.

There was a general

discussion on the matter of bow to ascertain the Identity of
anyone with the cross-examiner.

Mr. Zrdahl pointed out that there

was a little constitutional difficulty In the sentence at lines 4 and 6,
since a party in not entitled to call an adveo e party in a ririal
case.

A

Mr. Erdahl moved to have the words, "in civil oases" Inserted

at the beginning of line 4.
unanimously.

It

was seconded, and motion was carried

Mr. Spagenberg moved that the rule as amended be approvod.

A

Professor Wright asked It it would not be desirable to add
semething as to what happens after the adverse party has called
hbi

[the witneOs?] and his own lawyer taken over,

Protenotr

Cleary said that he thought that was taken care of by the sentene,0
"Leadingquestions may be asked as a matter of right on cross-examination except whOn the witness in Identified with the cross..
examiner."

lr.

Notes moved that "as a matter of right" be stricken.

Professor Green seconded.

-

Discussion on this rule was suspeded

-until after the discussion on Rule 6-14.
Recess was taken from 4:05 to 4:15 p.m.

RML OF EVIDNCB 6.14.809
SO
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Professor Cleary read the proposed rule and his
Mr. Williams
because it

mment theret-o

felt that the rule as drafted was unconstitutional,
would give the prosecutor the right to elicit

Xtesti

-y

A

from the witness on an offense to which Oe witness did not choose
to testify.

The New Jersey Johnson case was discussed.

a rather lengthy discussion, Mr. Selvin said

During

with respect to criminal

-i

prosecutions, that even assuming the situations which Mr. Williams
supposedit would be constitutionally permissible to subject the

witness to the broader scope of cross-ezamination,

it

seemed to him

that as a matter of fairness and as a matter of practicality, the
witness should not be subjected.

Be felt that the Comittee was

ssuming too narrow an interpretation of the term "the scope of the

H
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direct

xalinatioU".

He thought that by broadmning the sm"

Of

cauuilation the Opponent of the party Who Is to the pmo_
Ot Putting on his case was given a pretty good meas ot bW*W
up the ordw lead of the efflcist and Ia

owts v

of the ONs

It seemed to us *hat

that the party -I

putting on.

preamtatio

tbo Cowtitte. would be comlioating the sminars sd tbe* p- tsalo
as ditinguishd from the iWraoticalo way of testitying tw

truth.

Be felt that the Rule would be too suh Of a burden

am

becaus

all witnsses would haw to be as fully prepared as posible to
tstity
tstiony

oan

very point In the case - n

matter bow siow bis

might be.

Meeting was adjourned an Friday at 5sOO psm.
and was resumed on Saturday at Ss43 pme*

-

-,4.=,
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P

RULE OF EVIDENCE 6-14.

OSE

SCOPE 0

CROS-

MINATE.

-

Professor Cleary explained that the Comittee had looked

at the rule and comment and said thb

they had sort of zeroed

in on the discussion of the problem raised by subsection (b).
Mr. Jenner stated that he would abhor open cross-examination.
There was a very lengthy general discussion concerning open
cross-examination during which several members set forth practices
of their states and gave examples of tried cases.

Judge Weinstein

saw no real need for subsection (a) of Rule 6-14 and suggested
that the material could be put into Rule 6-11.
agreed.

Judge nobeloff

Mr. Raichle felt that the limited cross-examination was

most desirable.

After further discussion, Mr. Jenner suggested

that a vote be taken on whether or not the Comittee desired
unlimited cross-examination as stated in the first sentence of
Rule 6-14.

of the rule.

Judge Sobeloff presented his proposal for the language

However, Mr. Jenner stated that at this time, the

Committee would vote on whether or not it desired a rule of
unlimited cross-examination.

The motion was lost by a vote of

7 to 6 among those present, and Mr. Jenner stated that he had been
asked by Judge Van Pelt and Mr. Selvin to have it recorded that
they too were opposed to unlimited cross-examination.
Judge Sobeloff moved that the first sentence of Rule 614 9*a0d:
"Cross-examination should generally be limited to the subject
matter of the direct examination but the court may In the exerci"

.

of discretion under Rule 6.11 permit broader cross-examination
and in that event It say Impona appropriate restrictions on the
use of leading questions In the sass manner as on direct
examination."

Judge Van Pelt suggested the deletion of the

words "under Rule 6.11" and Judge Sobeloff accepted.

Professor

Cleary suggested "judge" rather than "court" and "hte

instead of

"its", and Judge Sobeloff agreed to those changes.

Mr. Spaageborg

said that this new wording -ould not allow his to cross-examine
his own witness.

Mr. William suggested deletion of the word

"generally" and Judge Sobeloff also agreed to that.
suggested an amendment to have the language read:

Judge Weinstein

Crozamiltio

-

should be limited to the subject matter of the direct examination,
but the judge may in the exercise of discretion permit broader
cross-examiaation."

Mr. Berger-moved to have the words "for the

convenience of the parties or the effective conduct of the trial"
reinstated in the amended language.

Mr. Spangenberg seconded.

After a tbhort discuss,,on, Professor Cleary suggested that material
of Rule 6-14 be picked up in Rule 6-11 as a separate subsection,
since It was dealing with the area covered under Rule 6011.

-

Mr. Spangenberg withdrew his second to Mr. Berger's motion.

Be

then moved to eliminate the word "cross" at the end of the amendment
made by Judge Sobeloff.

Dean Joiner seconded.

Professor Cleary

suggested that the language "inquiry into additional matters" be-substituted for "broader cross-examination" and Mr. Spangenberg
accepted that change which Dean Joiner seconded.

Mr. Spangeuberg
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accepted Mr. Williams' suggestion and agreed to have the wwds
"as If on direct examination" added to hbi
Joiner withdrew his second.

motion.

amendment.

Dean

Mr. Williams seconded Mr. Spangenborges

Notion was carried by a vote of 8 to 3.

JB

.

Mr. Erdahl moved for the adoption of language as amended

by Judge Sobeloff.

After a very brief discussion, motion to

approve subsection (a) as amended was carried by vote of 9 to 2.

Rule 6-14(a) as approved reads: "Croesslxminatlon should be
limited to the subject matter of tho direct examination, ,but
the judge may In the exercise of discretion permit

quy

I.

ito

additional matters as If on direct examinatio."
Judge Weinstein moved that the subject matter of Rule 6.14(a)
be incorporated In Rule 6-11.

Notion was carried by vote of 7 to 4.

PSWOD RULE OF EVIDENCE 6-12. LNA1I

QMESTIONS.

Professor Cleary read the rule as It then stood as the
following:

"Leading questions may not be used on the direct

examination of any witness except insofar as necessary to a
development of his testimony.

.

Leading questions may be asked

as a matter of right on cross-examination except when the witness

Is identified with the cross-examining party.

In civil cases a

party is entitled to call an adverse party or witness Identified
with his and interrogate him by leading questions,"
Judge Weinstein suggested that the language should be:-"Leading
questions shall not be permitted where their effect may be to
substitute the questioner's knowledge to that of a witness.,,

;
A
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Since the reporter saw problems with the suggestion, the

matter was dropped.
an amended.

Mr. Epton moved for approval of Rule 0-12

Mr. Williams moved that the reporter delineate on

what is meant by the words "Identified with him".

Mr. Spangenberg

pointed out that the reason that language was put in was because
earlier the Committee had been talking about unlilited cr-ssexamination.

He said that now that the Committee had decided

on limited dross and was allowing Inquiry an if on direct

examination, he did not think the language was needed.

On the

matter of croas-examIning hostile witnesses, Mr. Spangeuberg

did not think the Commtte4 should undertake to change Rule 43(b)

of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

He moved to amend the

second sentence of Rule 6-12 so that it would read: "Leading
questions shall be permitted on cross-examination."
lutes seconded.

Judge

Mr. Spangenberg accepted an amendment to his

notion so that it was now that the first sentence would read:
"Leading questions should not be used on the direct examination
of any witness except insofar as necessary to a development of

his testimony.", and the second sentence would read: "Leading
questions should be permitted on cross-examination."

Judge

Weinstein seconded that motion, and It was carried by ajority
approval.

Mr. William moved that the last sentence read:

"A party in entitled to call an adverse party except a defendant
In a criminal case or witness identified with him and Interrogate
him by leading questions."
work out the language.
unanimously.

In principleo

and the reporter could

Mr. Berger seconded.

Motion was carriod
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Professor Green wanted to add a provision to the effect
that there be a ruling that the trial judge in allow?.ng or
disallowing a leading question Is reviewable only for abuse
of discretion. Motion was lost for want of a second.
Mr. Spangenberg moved for the adoption of Rule 6-12 In Its
present form, i.e., the first two sentences as approved and

including the third sentence which reads an: "A party In
entitled to call an adverse party (except an accused on trial)
or witness identified with him and Interrogate him by leading
questions."

Motion was carried by majority approval.

RUL 0F EVIDENC 6-13. WRITING USED To DXM3383 MEI
Professor Cleary read the proposed rule and his comment
thereto. Mr. Epton moved for its approval and Mr. Berger seconded.
Judge Weinstein asked the reporter If language of lines 5 and 6
meant that the portions of subject matter were to be introduced
for all purposes or just on the issue of credibility. The

reporter replied that he supposed that would depend on the nature
of the subject matter.

Mr. Epton moved thtt a period be used at

the end of line 4 and that linez 5 and b(ending with word "witness")
be eliminated. Mr. Berger seconded. After a short discussion,
vote was taken and notion was lost by count of 9 to 3.

Vote was

taken then on approval of Rule 6-13 as submitted by reporter.
Motion was carried by count of 8 to 0.
[Professor Moore ovened unf sRhnrt
*canned evidence",.]

d1imp-tiu41n" ^n
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PROVOSED RULE OF EVIDENCE, 6-14. SCOPE OF CR068-EXAMINATION.

(b)Accsedin

crminalcase.

Since there seemed to be a few constitutional questions
on this proposal, the reporter was to reflect further on the
subject matter and resubmit the proposed rule at a later meetingl

PROPOSED RULE OF EVIDENCE 6-15. PRIOR STATMT OF WITNEIS
Professor Cleary read the proposed rule and bis comment.
After a few members had pointed out that they were confused with
the proposed wording, the reporter said that he had Inadvertently
omitted some of his original language, and he would resubsit
the rule at a later meeting.

After a short discussion, It was

stated that the view of the COmittee was that It not be
required to show stateuwit cf witness to him before Impeachment.
Mr. William

stated that he was in disagreement with subsection (a)

as It was unfair to the witness.

He thought that the policy

of the Committee ought to be that at soeoint in the crossexamination for impeachment purposes, the wituess be allowed to
see the documhent (statement made by him).

After discussion,

Professor Cleary suggested the insertion of the following language
in subsection (b) between lines 5 and 6: "the witness Is

an opportunity to explain or deny and".

afforded

Judge Sobeloff moved
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that at the end of the first
be added:

sentence the folPowing language

"In advance of the questioning,

-

but the statement

shall be shown to the witness and to opposing counsel before
the witness leaves the stand,
further explanation."
if

Mr.

X

to allow an opportunity for any

Spangenberg asked Judge Sobeloff

he would accept a substitute motion that on policy only It
I

was the sense of the Committee that at some time before
the
witness leaves the stand, the statement shall be shown
to the
opposing counsel at his request.

Judge Sobeloff accepted.

Mr. Jenner stated that with appropriate refinery of language
it was the sense of the Committee as a matter of policy
that
(a)

the statement be required to be produced,

and (b)

It Is

going to be required to be produced sometime after
the completion
of the credibility examination.

There wvs

further discussion

concerning oral statements and the problems Involved.
reporter was to consider all

4d

The

-

the arguments presented and redraft

Rule 6_15 In accordance with matters of policy decided on
and
report at a later date.
PROPOLBD RULE OF EVIDENCE 6-16.

CALLING AND INTERROGATION RV

Professor Cleary read the proposed rule.

for its adoption.

Mr. Williams seconded,

from Messrs. Jennor and Spangenberg,
the second sentence read as follows:

MU

Mr. Epton moved

After hearing views

Mr. Upton suggested that
"The parties need not object

to questions when asked nor to evtdence thus adduced
in order

-

J,

-28to preserve error for review."

Mr.

Jenner stated that it

was

the tenor of the Committee that, as a matter of pollcy,
that

sometie before the jury leaves the bar, the partie* be required
to state their objections and make any motions with
respect

thereto.

Professor Wright asked the reporter why he bad not
said anything about the right of the party to examine witnesses
called by the court.

It

was decided that the reporter would

redraft and resubmit the rule.

PROPOWE RULE OF EVIDENCE 6..17.- EXCLUSION 0? WLTITSW.
Professor Cleary read the proposed rule and his eamment
thereto.

Mr. Spangenberg objected to the proposals within
the

rule.

Mr. Williams moved that the rule be amended by the
insertion of a period after "cause, In line 9 ad that the
balance of the language through line 14 be stricken.

Re

definitely did not like the Idea of non-commudicatiou
with
other persons. There was no second to his notion.
After discussion, Mr. Williams moved that the following
language be stricken from lines 9 and 10: "but the person
thus
exempted from exclusion may be required to testify prior
to
other witnesses for his side.". and that a period b added
after the word "1cause" In line 9. Mr. Spangenberg seconded.
After short discussion,

and it

vote was taken on Mr. Williams'

was carried by count of 6 to 1.

otion#

'

Judge Weinstein suggested that there be added after
the word "persons" in line 12, the following words: "to learn
the testimony of other witnesses."
the word "management"

Mr. Williais suggested

be used for "presentation" in li

There was no objection.

.4

S
8.

After general discussion, Judge Welintes.

moved that the last sentence be stricken.

Judge Bates seconded.

Motion was carried by a vote of 7 to 0.
Vote was then taken on Judge Weinstein's earlier motion.
It

was carried by count of 6 to 0.

Mr. Spangenberg moved that

the sentence beginning at end of line 10 and ending with the
word "persons" in line 12, as amended, be stricken.
seconded.

Mr. Willias

Motion was tost by vote ag 6 to 3.

Judge Weinstein moved that the vrlkoe
Mr. Spangenberg seconded.

as amended, be adopted.

Motion was carried by vote of 7 to 0

Rule 6-17 as approved read*: "At the req~axt of a party the
Judge shall order witnesses excluded so that they cannot hear
the testimony of other witnesses, and he may make the order on
his own motion.

This rule does not authorie

exclusion of a

party rho Is a natural person, or of an of ftr or employee of a
party which is not a natural person designated as Its
representative by its attorney, or of a person whose presence
is shown by a party to be essential to tbe- presentation of his
cause.

The judge may also order witnesses not to communicate

-

I

with other persons to learn the testimony of othew witsomm."

It was announced that the next meting would be h1*4

on the dates of July 6, 7, and 8, 1967.
Meeting was adjourned on Saturday at 1:00 p.m.

